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EDITORIAL

20/20 VISION
New Year, New Decade, New Services
BY RUTH CROWELL, CEO, LBMA

As we head into a
new decade, we are
also heading into the
second year of LBMA’s
Strategic Plan. Our
mission continues to
be to advance global
standards, but we are also launching new
information services. I thought I’d take the
opportunity to highlight a few things which
are going live.

LBMA INTELLIGENCE –
INFORMATION SERVICES
Building on the success of our Members
Weekly Newsletter, we will keep you up
to date with the latest market news and
developments, as well as more market
training for Members and the market as a
whole. That means new reports, new data,
new videos, new briefings and new training
opportunities. All of these resources will be
easy to access online from our new website,
launching at the end of this year. If you have
a wish list of items you would like to see,
please do not hesitate to ask.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT
For physical market participants, Vault Training
is now available for vault professionals around
the world. This online accreditation process is
open to all operators, having been developed
with LBMA’s Approved Weighers. The current
focus is on loco London vault practices, but this
training will develop further with your support.
For financial market participants and their
clients, we have developed a Bullion Market
101 Workshop. This one-day in-person course
is intended for new market entrants and will
cover OTC products (forward, options, leases),
market infrastructure (physical delivery,
settlement, allocated/unallocated accounts),
trading practices and price basics. Contact
training@lbma.org.uk for more information.

UNIQUE DATABASES –
NEW AND IMPROVED
LBMA currently runs a series of databases
to support the Good Delivery system and
the vaults. We are expanding these, making
them available to more Members and
creating new offerings.
Centralised Database
As part of its Gold Bar Integrity initiative,
LBMA is working in developing a centralised
database for kilobars and large bars.

This will improve confidence and integrity
in the gold underlying this important asset
class. It will also make it more efficient
for vaults processing the material. We will
keep you updated as this innovative work
progresses. Further reporting and input
on the Gold Bar Integrity initiative will take
place at the LBMA Responsible Sourcing
& Technology Summit, 27 March, London.
Register now to get involved in this as well
as all we are doing to take responsible
sourcing to the next level.
The Wonders of Gold
Stewart Murray, who will be familiar to many of
our readers, is developing an online exhibition
of gold artefacts, photos and archive material.
The exhibition will demonstrate the inspirational
and aspirational aspects of gold and enlighten
visitors about the relevance and importance of
London to the global gold market.
Visual Guide – Bar Defects
vs Imperfections
This database has been enhanced to include
Former Listed US assay bars as part of the
online database. The purpose of the Guide
is to assist refiners in understanding what
is acceptable in London vaults as well to
provide vaults with a consistent basis for
assessing the quality of the bars which they
receive. We have also streamlined the Former
List on our website to help Good Delivery List
users around the world to better understand
what the Former List is, how it operates and
why refiners are moved onto it.

MEMBER SUPPORT – ASK LBMA
Finally, those of you who have been Members
for a long time are used to calling me when
you are faced with a business challenge.
And I must admit the variety of the subjects
and the intellectual challenge of finding
possible solutions is something I really enjoy
most about my job. If your challenge affects
multiple participants, we can review and
support through our various Committees.
But not everyone is comfortable calling me
directly these days and our Members’ needs
continue to grow. So we are developing a
‘Gold Line’ service for Members and building
our team of experts to support Members.
Simon Weeks has joined as our latest Senior
Advisor to support Central Bank Subscribers
and address their queries.
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We have launched this new Subscriber category
for central banks to allow them to keep up to
speed as well as provide them with valuable
tools to support their own gold holdings. During
the year, we will expand the Subscriber category
to others, such as electronics companies.
This new category ensures that there is a
space for all responsible industry actors in the
membership. The support from Subscribers will
also allow us to develop more services for the
common good of the global industry.
Thanks to everyone for their support so far
and I’m excited to hear your feedback on our
new services.

Wishing you a prosperous
New Year and New Decade!
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THE BANGKO SENTRAL NG
PILIPINAS AND GOLD – A
SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP
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BY MARIA RAMONA GERTRUDES T. SANTIAGO, SENIOR ASSISTANT GOVERNOR,
BANGKO SENTRAL NG PILIPINAS

This is an updated
version of her keynote
speech at the annual
LBMA/LPPM Precious
Metals Conference
in Shenzhen, 13-15
October, 2019.
INTRODUCTION

This conference serves as an excellent
venue to talk about the prospects,
issues, risks and opportunities for
precious metals, including gold.

I will talk about the relationship of the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas with gold
through the small-scale mining industry.
My goal is to underscore that the links
between the country, the BSP and gold
form a symbiotic relationship. We will look
at existing laws in my country, describe the
relationship between the BSP and small-scale
miners, and conclude with an outlook. From
here on, I will refer to gold producers, smallscale miners and other individuals who sell
their gold to the BSP as panners.

On 7 August 2019, we saw the spot gold
price ascending beyond US$1,500 per fine
troy ounce (FTO), eventually soaring to a sixyear high of $1,557.31
on 4 September 2019,
PHILIPPINES HAS
GOLD MINING IN
as investors sought
AN ESTIMATED $840 THE PHILIPPINES
safe havens amid a
BILLION WORTH OF
The Philippines is one of the
confluence of factors,
UNTAPPED MINERAL most mineral-rich countries in
such as the growing
WEALTH AND IN 2018 the world. According to the Mines
negative yielding debt,
THE OUTPUT FROM
and Geosciences Bureau of the
escalating trade and
MINING
ACTIVITIES
Philippines (MGB), the country
geopolitical tensions,
WAS VALUED AT
has an estimated $840 billion
and dovish monetary
AROUND $3.4 BILLION worth of untapped mineral wealth.
policies among
In 2018, the output from mining
advanced economies.
activities
was
valued at around $3.4 billion.
The significant rise of gold prices this year,
Meanwhile, the total production value of
expected or otherwise, has led to greater a
metallic minerals for the same
ttention on gold and its underpinnings.

4
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Philippines ranks
number 3 in Asia
and number 24 in
the world, based
on gold production
in 2018.

period was about $2.3 billion,
with gold accounting for about
37%. The Philippines is one of the
top producers of gold in Asia and in
the world. According to the
World Gold Council (WGC), the
Philippines ranks number
3 in Asia and number 24
in the world, based on
gold production in 2018.
Currently, the country has
eight gold mines and two
gold processing plants.
MGB data shows that around 75% of
the gold mined in the country in 2015
came from small-scale miners.
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Small-scale miners – or panners – are individuals or groups that
organise themselves voluntarily to form duly licensed co-operatives that
engage in the extraction of minerals or ore-bearing materials from the
ground. They rely heavily on manual labour, using simple implements
and methods rather than explosives or heavy mining equipment.

MINING ACTS

GOLD PROCESS CYCLE

Panners sell their gold to the BSP’s various gold-buying stations at
prevailing global market rates. Purchased gold in the form of bars
or discs are then refined at the BSP’s security plant complex and
converted into London Good Delivery bars. Once these bars are
transferred to the BSP’s bullion vault, they form part of the country’s
reserves. Some of the gold may also be made into semi-finished
gold products in the form of grains and sheets for resale to local
jewellers and industrial users. The BSP may periodically
THE PHILIPPINE MINING enter into location swap transactions to mobilise the
Good Delivery bars and make these readily available for
ACT OF 1996 IS
CONSIDERED TO BE ONE trading internationally.

An important milestone in the country’s
mining industry was the passage of the
People’s Small-Scale Mining Act (PSSMA).
This act is meant to generate employment
opportunities, especially in mineral-rich
areas where people have little means to
OF THE MOST SOCIALLY BENEFITS TO PANNERS
access other employment opportunities.
AND ENVIRONMENTALLY
Accordingly, various government agencies
The first benefit is the ability of the panners to access
SENSITIVE PIECES
worked together to put in place an orderly
international market prices without needing to meet the
and rational scheme for the development
OF LEGISLATION
minimum requirements for capital or transaction volume. How
and utilisation of mineral resources in a
are these prices determined? The BSP bases its daily gold
certain area. More importantly, under the Act, panners are mandated to
rates on quotes submitted by selected LBMA Market-Makers. These
sell to the BSP the gold they produce from any mineral areas. In turn,
rates, which are published on a daily basis, are applied to the gold
the BSP is required to buy the gold at prevailing market prices. In short,
sales of the panners. In turn, the panners are paid in Philippine pesos
the benefit of this law is that it allows panners to access international
based on the prevailing official peso/dollar exchange rate for the day.
market prices through the BSP.
Second, the BSP has established buying stations in mineral-rich
Four years after the PSSMA was introduced, the Philippine Mining Act
areas. The existence of these stations makes it easier for the
(PMA) of 1996 was enacted to revitalise the Philippine mining industry
panners to sell their gold while reducing their costs and the risks
through fiscal reforms and incentives. It is considered to be one of the
related to transporting their gold. Currently, the BSP has five goldmost socially and environmentally sensitive pieces of legislation in its
buying stations across the country, situated near the gold mining
class, as it contains specific provisions that consider the following: first,
areas. In particular, there are two in Luzon, two in Mindanao and
local government empowerment; second, respect and concern for the
one in metro Manila, which also serves as the gold refinery.
indigenous cultural communities; third, equitable sharing of benefits of
Third, the panners are assured that their transactions are legal and
natural wealth; fourth, economic demands of the present generation
secure. They take comfort in knowing that they receive a fair deal
while providing the necessary foundation for future generations; and
from the BSP’s accurate gold-weighing and assaying processes,
fifth, protection and wise management of the environment.
something that is not certain in an informal market. Furthermore,
Of these two laws, the PSSMA marked an important turning point
under the BSP’s gold-buying programme, the BSP pays an initial
for the BSP and the Philippine gold industry. The Act formalised the
amount equivalent to 99% of the value of the delivery, based on
relationship between the BSP and the local gold industry through
the as-received weight and the preliminary assay by the specific
the panners. This is what we refer to as a symbiotic relationship
gravity method.
between the BSP and the panners. The passage of the legislation has
resulted in the following advantages for the panners. Panners have a
TAXATION AND NEW LAWS
guaranteed buyer of gold in the BSP, which allows them to access fair
Outside of the Act, the BSP has been a champion of panners in the
market prices and rely on the creditworthiness
battle against taxation. In 2011, the BSP’s gold purchases declined
of the BSP. When panners engage other gold
due to the stricter implementation by the revenue authority of an
buyers, these buyers may quote off-market
existing tax collection scheme. This scheme required the BSP to
prices with no assurance that transactions are
deduct withholding and excise taxes from its payments on gold
conducted at arm’s length. Further, panners
purchases from the panners, thereby reducing the income of sellers by
can access the BSP’s gold-buying stations
as much as 7%. The tax scheme resulted in a 96% drop in the BSP’s
across the country, thereby ensuring
gold purchases in 2012, as panners chose
that the gold transactions are safe
to sell their gold to other informal buyers to
THE FIRST BENEFIT IS THE ABILITY
and legal. Finally, panners stand to
avoid the taxes. This situation encouraged
benefit from the BSP’s efforts to
OF THE PANNERS TO ACCESS
the growth of informal markets, which based
lobby for the removal of the sales
INTERNATIONAL MARKET PRICES
on anecdotal evidence, allowed the gold to be
tax imposed on panners.
WITHOUT NEEDING TO MEET THE
taken out of the country illegally. Indeed, the
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR
tax collection scheme had an adverse impact
On the other hand, the BSP has
CAPITAL OR TRANSACTION VOLUME on both the panners and the BSP. For the
gained in the following ways.
panners, the imposition of taxes resulted in
The Act provides for a steady
lower income, further marginalising these people who are engaged in
supply of gold locally, thereby allowing for the organic growth
subsistence mining. As for the BSP, it lost the opportunity to build up
of the gross international reserves or GIR. The increase in
its gold reserves bought with the local currency.
the BSP’s gold holdings has led to diversification, security,
insurance and liquidity benefits. Finally, the accumulation
However, after years of discussions with the lawmakers, Republic Act
of gold in the reserves has led to the development of the bank’s
No. 11256 was signed into law on 29 March 2019. Under this law,
internal capabilities, consistent with a prudent framework for
the income derived from the direct or indirect sale of gold to the BSP
managing the bank’s reserves.
by registered panners and accredited traders is exempt from income
and excise taxes.
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Given the newly enacted law, the BSP hopes
that the volume of local gold purchases will
normalise towards pre-2011 quantities,
before gold sales became subject to the
aforementioned taxes.

PROGRAMME BENEFITS
Lastly, the positive impact of the BSP’s gold
buying programme is estimated to benefit
500,000 panners, of which about 75%
are engaged in subsistence mining. It also
supports as many as 2.3 million Filipinos
in 30 out of 80 provinces in the country. In
2018, the output from panners amounted to
around $13 million.
As for the BSP, the contribution of the
panners to the building of the country’s
reserves cannot be understated. The steady
supply of gold from domestic sources paid
for with Philippine pesos enables the BSP
to grow its reserves independent of external
sources. Further, the BSP’s reputation
has certainly gained from its involvement
in gold. The BSP’s steady accumulation of
gold through its local trading activities in the
1960s and 1970s led to the construction
of a gold refinery. The refinery met LBMA
standards and accorded the BSP with
recognition for being the only central bank
that operates an LBMA accredited refinery.

BACKGROUND

Over the years, the BSP’s gold refining
operations have consistently complied with
As a brief background, the BSP’s gold
LBMA standards. In particular, under its
holdings in the 1970s, when the bank reserve
responsible gold sourcing policy, the BSP
levels were low, spurred the central bank
commits to ensuring that the source of its
to include the precious metal in the gross
gold products meets with the standards
international reserves (GIR). To do so, the
set forth by LBMA, with the ultimate goal of
locally produced and purchased gold needed
building customer trust. It may be noted that
to be converted into Good Delivery bars;
the BSP passed its most recent
hence, under the directive of
THE LOCALLY
Responsible Gold Guidance thirdthe then President Ferdinand
PRODUCED AND party audit for the period November
Marcos, in 1974, the BSP
PURCHASED
2017 to November 2018, and the
established a gold refinery
suitable in design and capacity GOLD NEEDED TO Proactive Monitoring in 2016, which
for the needs of the country.
BE CONVERTED is conducted every five years.

INTO GOOD
Gold accumulation is one way to
Gold refining operations
DELIVERY
BARS build the central bank’s foreign
formally began in 1977,
IN 1974 THE BSP reserves. Gold currently represents
and by October of that year,
in compliance with the
ESTABLISHED A about 9% to 10% of the country’s
requirements set by LBMA’s
GOLD REFINERY GIR. In terms of gold-to-GIR ratio,
it reached a peak of 55% in 1990.
Physical Committee on
SUITABLE IN
The Philippines ranks 25th in the
fineness, weight, marks and
DESIGN AND
appearance, the gold refinery
CAPACITY FOR World Gold Council official gold
plant, as it was then called,
THE NEEDS OF holdings as of September 2019.
produced its first Good Delivery
Given the country’s relatively small
THE COUNTRY
bar. In September 1979, after
economy, the Philippines’ rankings
meeting LBMA standards, the
says a lot about how the central bank highly
BSP’s gold refinery was formally recognised
values the role gold plays as a safe-haven
as an accredited smelter and assayer of
asset.
Good Delivery bars. The BSP gold bars were
hence accepted in the international bullion
For the BSP, sourcing gold from the domestic
market for trading. It is worth mentioning that
markets makes sense. Buying gold using
establishment of the BSP’s gold refinery plant
pesos increases the country’s reserves,
supports the People’s Small-Scale Mining Act,
whereas buying gold with US dollars only
which requires panners to sell their gold to the
alters the composition of the reserves but
central bank.
does not increase it. It is also important to
mention that maintaining an adequate level
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of GIR improves a country’s creditworthiness.
Creditors and credit-rating agencies pay
particular attention to a country’s GIR
level. Finally, a higher level of GIR serves
as a buffer against external economic and
financial shocks by providing adequate
cover for the country’s import payments and
foreign-denominated debt obligations.

REASONS FOR HOLDING GOLD
IN RESERVE
Why does the BSP hold gold in the reserves?
Gold is an effective diversifier of the assets
of a central bank. A correlation exercise
conducted by the BSP showed that the
correlation among global fixed income
markets was in most cases higher than the
correlation between gold and each of the
individual fixed-income markets covered.
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Finally, gold generates liquidity quite easily. Gold is a very liquid asset,
and according to LBMA’s clearing data, a daily average volume of
18 to 24 million FTO of unallocated gold was cleared in the first six
months of 2019. That said, gold can generate liquidity not just by
sales, but also through other instruments.

SUMMARY
The symbiotic relationship between the BSP and the gold market
has led to the development of the BSP’s gold reserve management
capability. As such, the BSP’s strategy in managing this asset has
evolved over the years. The bank can engage in an array of transaction
types, namely location swaps, spot trading, deposits, options, goldbacked loans and gold financial swaps. In engaging in these various
transactions, the safety of the asset and the confidentiality of the
transactions are of paramount importance; hence, the BSP has a
strict counterparty selection process. Currently, these counterparties
are limited to top international financial institutions, taking into
consideration credit rating, financial strength, performance and other
factors in determining exposure limits.
Looking ahead, gold will likely remain an important asset for some
central banks, particularly the BSP, that view gold as a reliable asset
in times of uncertainty. It is a good diversifier of the reserve portfolio.
In a survey conducted by the World Gold Council in September
2018, 18% of central banks said they intended to increase their
Second, gold provides more security than most other assets, since it
gold holdings in the next 12 months. With a legal framework in place
is considered a hard asset and is not an obligation of any particular
and exemption of gold sales to the BSP from taxes, the BSP and the
government or entity.
panners have been able to collaborate in a manner
As such, investors may hold it in
that is beneficial to both.Accordingly, the BSP is
perpetuity without regard to credit
optimistic that the symbiotic relationship between
Gold
is
a
very
liquid
asset
and
risk. Likewise, gold is physically
itself and the panners will continue, and that the
according to LBMA’s clearing
indestructible, allowing for the
corresponding benefits for both the central bank
storage of value over time. For
data a daily average volume
and market participants will remain in place.
this reason, jewellery demand
of
18
to
24
million
FTO
of
from countries led by China and
India account for about half of
unallocated gold was
total gold demand.

cleared in the first

Third, gold may be viewed as a
six months of 2019
kind of insurance. The correlation
analysis previously mentioned
also showed that while gold and
fixed income assets usually move together, there will be periods
when gold performs positively compared to bonds. This showcases
the attribute of gold as insurance against the poor performance of
other markets, including fixed income.
This is observed particularly in periods of extreme risk aversion,
when investors purchase bullion more than fixed income assets.
As such, gold acts not only as a diversifier but also as insurance,
thereby preserving capital when needed.

Head office of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas

Maria Ramona Gertrudes T. Santiago is the
Senior Assistant Governor of the Financial
Market Operations Sub-Sector (FMOSS) of
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). As
head of FMOSS (formerly the Treasur y Department)
she oversees and provides direction over two vital
functions of the Bank: managing the countr y’s
international reser ves and ensuring that the BSP effectively carries
out its mandate of promoting price stability through effective
conduct of domestic market operations.
Within the BSP, she is a member of numerous committees,
the most notable of which are the Advisor y Committee and the
Investment Management Committee. She is also a member of the
Executives’ Meeting of the East Asia and the Pacific Central Banks
(EMEAP) Working Group on Financial Markets, and the Super visor y
Committee of the ABF Pan Asia Bond Index Fund, among others.
Amid the recent wave of financial crises in the U.S. and Europe and
the challenging investment environment, she spearheaded major
changes in the governance structure and framework for managing
the international reser ves. Under her stewardship, reser ves were
managed in a prudent manner, adhering to sound risk management
practices, in order to ensure the preser vation of capital over the
long term.
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IS THERE A PLACE FOR
GOLD EQUITIES IN A
GOLD ALLOCATION?
BY JAMES LUKE, SENIOR FUND MANAGER, COMMODITIES, SCHRODERS

This is a revised version of the speech
delivered by James at the annual LBMA/
LPPM Precious Metals Conference in
Shenzhen, 13-15 October, 2019.
INTRODUCTION
My presentation asks the question: is there a place for gold equities in
a gold allocation? The reason I have posed this question is because,
in absolute terms and, particularly disappointingly, relative to the
gold price, investors have had very difficult experiences holding gold
equities over the last 10 or even 20 years. Gold equities have not
deserved their place in gold allocations and investors would have
been better served staying well away. Has that changed? Are the gold
producers facing a friendlier environment in which to capture margin
and deliver on the promises they have made to shareholders? Can gold
producer share prices finally start to outperform the gold price again?
We think the answer is yes.

There are honourable exceptions – companies that outperformed
the gold price throughout that period, including some of the royalty
producers and companies such as Randgold. However, in general, as
a group, underperformance was extremely significant for a decade.
Only since early 2016 have gold equities as a group started to perform
better. Why was that performance so bad between 2005 and 2015.
Why did the producers find it so difficult to capture margin?
To explain, it is helpful to break that 10-year period from 2005 to 2015
into three periods. It is a slight oversimplification, but there are distinct
points to make about each of those three periods. In 2005 to 2008, gold
prices were going up significantly, but gold prices were going up as part
of a cross-commodity, global bull market. Gold prices were going up with
risk, going up with emerging market assets and going up with emerging
market currencies. What that resulted in was significant cash cost
pressures across the industry. Strong cost inputs and strong producer
currencies were obvious examples. But there was also competition for
geologists and engineers, with other parts of the mining industry driving
labour cost inflation aggressively higher. Overall opex inflation in that
period was very strong and that materially eroded expected margins.

The period 2008 to 2011 was slightly different – we can think of it
as the period of (and again, this is a generalisation) massive industry
hubris. It was the period post the introduction of
quantitative easing and unconventional monetary
THE GOLD PRICE
policy, where the industry really started to believe
IS UP ABOUT
in a new paradigm and to believe that gold prices
were going significantly higher. Forecasts of
US$3,000/oz and even US$5,000/oz gold were
common. The industry was also being fed that
belief by investors, so the mantra was: “Growth.
SINCE 2005
Growth at all costs.” It was essentially a case
THE GOLD EQUITY
of borrow more, buy more, spend more and
INDEX IS JUST
assume higher prices. Project capital in 2011,
ABOUT POKING
2012 and 2013 essentially doubled versus
ITS HEAD
2004, 2005 and 2006.

GOLD EQUITIES VERSUS THE GOLD PRICE: A LOST
DECADE OF UNDERPERFORMANCE
Chart 1 on page 9 shows the gold price against the
FTSE Gold Mines Index, and you can see that the
statistics are quite brutal. The gold price is up about
200% since 2005. The gold equity index is just about
poking its head above zero. If you look in relative terms
and you just build a ratio of the equity index against
the gold price, you can see that, in the early part of the
2000s, the gold equities did, as a group, essentially
outperform the gold price, but then effectively
you had 10 years of the gold equities significantly
underperforming the gold price. That period runs from
2005 all the way to 2015. It was effectively a ‘lost
decade’ for the gold producers.
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WILL THAT FREE CASH BE
REALISED OR WILL THE
PRODUCERS DISAPPOINT AGAIN?
We can answer that question according
to two types of factors: factors that
management teams have control over and
factors that management teams have very
little control over. The factors they do have
control over are primarily financial discipline
and a returns focus – maximising existing
asset bases, avoiding value-destructive M&A,
embracing ESG. I think the feedback from
the industry right now is clear. The majority
of the companies we have met over the last
few months, both at Denver and outside,
are focused on deleveraging, generating free
cash and moving towards a position to be
able to increase returns to shareholders.
They are all still very afraid of overpaying
for acquisitions and fear being labelled the
‘ill-disciplined child’ in the overall group.
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where you have quite a high likelihood that
From that perspective, we are quite confident
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interest
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exuberance
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THE MAJORITY OF
THE COMPANIES WE
HAVE MET OVER THE
LAST FEW MONTHS
ARE FOCUSED ON
DELEVERAGING
GENERATING FREE
-50
CASH AND MOVING
Source: Bloomberg, September 2019
-60
We have a situation of elevated global debt,
TOWARDS A POSITION
which is depressing
global demand,
2002-2005 aggregate2005-2015
2015-2018
2018-2021e
TO BE ABLE TO
which in turn is being irritated by global trade
Source: Company
reports
CIBC
World Markets Inc., Bloomberg, Schroders.
tensions.
For me,
that and
is an
environment
INCREASE RETURNS TO
SHAREHOLDERS
n2

On a consensus basis, 2018 to 2021 is
forecast to be a much healthier period
for industry free cash generation, using
the same index. Consensus expects $38
billion over the period, which equates to a
high single-digit free cash yield across the
industry as a whole. If that comes to fruition
then I would argue strongly that the rerating
potential for gold equities relative to the gold
price, even if the gold price is flat or slightly
lower than today, would be quite significant.

400

Ja

In summary, yes, you had higher prices, but
no, the industry did not capture margin, and
no, the industry did not generate returns. If
you look on a cumulative producer-free cash
Palladium
flow basis
over the period 2005 to 2015, you
see cumulative free cash burn of close to $50
billion (according to the Gold Bugs index).

450

5

FROM FREE CASH BURN TO
STRONG FREE CASH GENERATION
EXPECTATIONS

500

00

The last period, 2011 to 2015, hardly needs
describing. The industry arrived at the start
of the bear market in gold and was looking
in the opposite direction. The industry could
not have been worse prepared for a bear
market in terms of balance sheet leverage,
having large capital projects to complete
and having reserve bases calculated year
after year based on higher gold prices. Gold
equities fell by 70% in absolute terms over
this period.

Gold spot prices plotted against the FTSE Gold miners index (rebased)

n2

Again, what did that mean? It meant that,
yes, you might have had strong EBITDA
margins in some cases, but on a free cash
basis, your ability to actually generate
free cash and certainly generate returns
for investors was poor and far worse than
Palladium
originally forecast. No surprise then that
gold equities again underperformed the
gold price in this period.

CHART 1: GOLD EQUITIES STILL LAGGING FAR BEHIND GOLD SPOT PRICES –
GOLD EQUITIES STOPPED OUTPERFORMING GOLD IN 2005

Ja

That period is when you started to see
massive hubristic M&A, which was
epitomised by the transactions in 2011.

CHART 2: ENTERING A NEW ERA?
2018-2021: Potential for very significant industry free-cash generation
Cumulative producer free cash flow by period (US$bn)
50

CHART
3: REAL RATE RELATIONSHIPS TO GOLD HAVE SHIFTED SIGNIFICANTLY
40
Contrasting
gold/real rate relationships from different eras
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CHART 3: REAL RATE RELATIONSHIPS TO GOLD HAVE SHIFTED SIGNIFICANTLY
Contrasting gold/real rate relationships from different eras
2000

If you believe there is a
high possibility that
real interest rates will
head back towards -2%,
the gold prices are likely
to breach past records of
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in the next couple of years
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Source: Bloomberg, September 2019

ARE GOLD EQUITIES ALREADY PRICING THIS
BETTER OUTLOOK?

The end of policy normalisation attempts by the US monetary authorities,
heightened recession risks, the probability that the next downturn will
be met with some form of combined monetary/fiscal stimulus – these
factors all point towards deeply negative real rates.

To what extent have gold equities already priced in this more optimistic
environment? Hardly at all. On a free cash yield basis, a multiple basis
(we use EV/EBITDA here) and a price-to-book basis, gold equities
The data on ETF holdings supports the idea of real interest rates as
remain very depressed relative to history. The industry is also, step
the dominant driver. I think it is interesting to note that if you break out
by step, being more cautious from a balance sheet perspective as
the ETF data for Europe and the US, you can see that in Europe, at the
free cash generation comes through. Major producer CEOs are still
point in which European real yields – Germany in this case – started
talking about deleveraging further. One said to us
to go very negative in late 2015 and into 2016
quite explicitly that if he could run his business
was the period that European ETF inflows started
ON A FREE CASH
net cash then why would he not? Historically,
YIELD BASIS A MULTIPLE to really accelerate, doubling from 600 tonnes to
companies that have had net cash balance
1,200 tonnes over the period.
BASIS AND A PRICEsheets have not necessarily been the ones that
TO-BOOK
BASIS
GOLD
For the US equivalent, we see clearly that in 2016,
have generated poor returns, even in rising gold
2017 and 2018, US real interest rates did very
EQUITIES REMAIN VERY
price environments. Leveraged balance sheets
little, because the US economy was going through
DEPRESSED
RELATIVE
have not generated good returns to shareholders
a period of US exceptionalism, essentially relatively
TO HISTORY
in the past, especially through the cycle.
strong economic data, good equity market returns
and positive real interest rates, which meant investors just did not feel
GOLD IS TRADING AS A MONETARY ASSET
they needed to be invested in the gold space at all. Now that that has
NOT AS A COMMODITY
changed recently, you have seen a corresponding aggressive pick-up in
To finish on gold prices, it is important to reiterate our view that gold
US-based ETF buying.
is trading much more as a monetary asset, as money, than as a
commodity. Chart 3 above shows US real interest rates against gold
SUMMARY AND CLOSING
prices. Looking at the early 2000s, you can see that the relationship
Just to summarise, I think that, relative to the history, gold equities
between gold and real rates was on average very weak and, in some
are in a much better position today to capture margin and to generate
cases, the opposite to what you would expect.
free cash flow and returns to shareholders, both from things they can
The relationship got much stronger post 2008 after the introduction
control, i.e. financial discipline and the psychology of management
of unconventional monetary policy. We would argue that, today, real
teams, but also because of the macro nature of the gold price rally,
rates remain the dominant driver of gold prices.
which suggests to me that gold prices can be strong over and above
the underlying cost base.
Where could gold prices get to? If you believe there is a high possibility
that real interest rates will head back towards -2%, the gold prices are
likely to breach past records of $1,900/oz in the next couple of years.

James Luke is the Co-fund manager of
Schroder ISF Global Gold. He joined
Schroders in August 2014 and prior to that
was co-Head of Metals Research at JP Morgan.
He graduated from Oxford University in 2002
with a BA in Modern History.
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Get in the swing and join us for our
annual members’ party, which this year takes
on a golfing theme at Swingers in the heart of
the City. We’d love you to join us for what
is sure to be a great par-tee!

Tuesday 3 March 2020
18:00
Swingers City
8 Brown's Buildings
City of London EC3A 8AL
To register get in touch
with your company’s official
LBMA contact now.

Deadline for registrations:
Friday 21 February 2020
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THE USE OF X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
SPECTROMETRY TO SUPPORT FIRE
ASSAY HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN
ASSAYING DURING MY CAREER

Mike Hinds

An Interview with a Chemist

Mike Hinds, Assay Chemist at the
Royal Canadian Mint, is calling time
on his career in March 2020, which
has spanned more than 30 years.
To mark the occasion, Aelred Connelly,
caught up with him to ask him about
the highlights of his career and what
he has planned for the future.
Before we get started, I need to acknowledge
the Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) and my
colleagues in the Assay Department for their
excellent analytical work and collaboration
throughout my career. In particular, I want
to recognise Jon Forrest, my manager since
2005, and Refinery Directors Robin Entwistle
(2005 – 2014) and Rob Sargent (2014 –
present) for their support over the years.
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HOW DID YOU END UP WORKING FOR THE MINT?
In the fall of 1988, I was a newly minted PhD analytical chemist from
the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon looking for employment,
especially since my wife Cyndy had just given birth to our daughter
Brittany. One of my professors came up to me and said: “Mike, there
is an ad in the paper from the Mint looking for someone like you.
The ad has all the right (technical) words.” It wasn’t what I expected,
but I applied and thought maybe I would get a trip to Ottawa for an
interview. This did indeed occur and I saw a lot of potential in the
position. RCM offered me a job as an Assay Chemist and we moved to
Ottawa. This was a big relief because the position allowed me to stay
in my chosen field and stay in Canada.

AS CHAIR OF THE REFERENCE
MATERIAL PROJECT WORKING
TOGETHER WITH THE OTHER
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
TO GET THE FIRST INDUSTRY
ACCEPTED FINE GOLD AND FINE
SILVER REFERENCE MATERIALS
MANUFACTURED CERTIFIED
AND IN THE HANDS OF
ANALYSTS WORLDWIDE

The bonus was that the area has many
recreational opportunities: cycling, hiking,
skiing, and canoeing.
In hindsight, there were early influences: my
father, who worked for a bank, often brought
home slightly damaged canvas Mint coin
bags, and when I lived in Winnipeg (early
childhood), it was next to the future sight of
the Winnipeg branch of the Mint.
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WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT IN YOUR CAREER?
There have been a couple of big achievements.
The first has been to develop mastery of
several technical subjects such as mass
metrology, x-ray fluorescence spectrometry,
and the manufacture and certification of
precious metal reference materials. The
second has been my involvement with LBMA
as chair of the Reference Material Project,
working together with the other members
of the committee to get the first industry
accepted fine gold and fine silver reference
materials manufactured, certified and in the
hands of analysts worldwide.

IN WHAT WAYS HAS THE MARKET
CHANGED DURING YOUR CAREER?
I have observed a steady trend towards
refiners receiving less pure gold and silver
deposits that have higher levels of iron, nickel
and deleterious elements (arsenic, cadmium,
mercury, lead, selenium and tellurium).

THE INDUSTRY CONTINUES
TO BE COMPETITIVE
AND WE HAVE SEEN
PRESSURE TO REDUCE
THE COSTS OF ASSAYING/
REFINING SHORTEN
TURNAROUND TIMES FOR
SETTLEMENT AND TIGHTEN
SPLITTING LIMITS

These types of deposits require more effort
HOW HAS LBMA SUPPORTED
to refine and assay. The industry continues to
THE MARKET IN YOUR FIELD
be competitive and we have seen pressure to
OF EXPERTISE?
reduce the costs of assaying/refining, shorten
The most significant support LBMA has
turnaround times for settlement and tighten
given to the assaying community was
splitting limits. If these trends continue then
starting the biannual Assayer and Refiner
there will be pressure
(A&R) conferences
on refiners/assayers to
Another project I have been
in 2005. For half
deliver more for less,
mulling over is a textbook on
my career, there
which could potentially
fire assay. The last ones
was only limited
impact the viability of
contact with other
were published in the
refiners to compete in
assayers. The A&R
1940s and I believe it
the bullion supply chain.
conferences have

is time for an update.

WHAT IS THE
BIGGEST INNOVATION
THAT YOU’VE SEEN DURING
YOUR TIME IN THE MARKET?
I believe the use of x-ray fluorescence
spectrometry to support fire assay has
been the biggest technological innovation
in assaying during my career. It provides
an immediate estimate of gold, silver and
other elements so that both the button fire
(determination of gold and silver) and the
assay fire (determination of gold) can be
done simultaneously. This allows the assayer
to implement alternate methods to minimise
the effect of high concentrations of iron,
nickel, palladium and platinum on the gold
and silver assays.

provided an important
platform to exchange ideas on different
analytical methods and invaluable networking
opportunities. In my view, we need an open
interchange of methods and ideas between
assayers to assist all of us in getting better
assays. The initial A&R in 2005 lead to a
collaboration between RCM, Rand Refinery
and Teck Cominco in making a set of silver
reference materials.
That collaboration provided the model for the
formation of the LBMA Reference Material
Project, which has produced several sets of
gold and silver reference materials.

Below - Mike at the LBMA Reference Materials Steering Committee held in the old LBMA offices in Basinghall Street. Eagle eyed observers will
not only recognise the recycled Board room table and furniture but also some familiar faces around the table. Left to right are Serge Gambs,
Paul Bagnoud (Metalor), Neil Harby (Rand), Chen Jie, Zhang Yonghong [interpreter] (Great Wall Gold & Silver Refinery), Hitoshi Kosai , Ichimitsu
Itabashi, Hiroshi Sawai, Nobuyasu Ezawa (Tanaka), Dirk Hofmans (Umicore) and Mike Hinds (RCM & Chairman).
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On the Hudson river Mike
up the creek with a paddle,
and enough equipment for
a six month vacation.

Aelred Connelly, PR Officer, LBMA
Aelred joined the LBMA in September 2011.
He provides support to the Chief Executive
in the administration and organisation of the
Association’s Public Affairs. He is responsible for
Press enquiries, is the editor of the Alchemist as
well as contributing to other LBMA publications,
provision of the website and support for LBMA events.
Prior to joining the LBMA, he worked at the Bank of England for more
than twenty-five years, the last five as an analyst in the Bank’s gold
bullion department.
The last ones were published in the 1940s and I
believe it is time for an update. I also want to continue
teaching an XRF short course with an excellent group of
instructors. We have taught the course since 2005 and I
hope this will continue for many years.

AND ANY ON A MORE PERSONAL NOTE?
With Cyndy retired, we look forward to spending
more time in the western part of Canada where we
have a cottage in Saskatchewan and our son Tyler has
settled in Kelowna, BC. There are still many places in
the world we want to see and look forward to many
hiking, cycling, and canoeing trips. To balance all that
activity, I want to spend more time preparing a wider
range of food. Finally, I am endeavouring to be an
excellent grandparent in conjunction with Cyndy to
young Rowen here in Ottawa.

THERE ARE STILL MANY PLACES IN THE
WORLD WE WANT TO SEE AND LOOK
FORWARD TO MANY HIKING, CYCLING,
AND CANOEING TRIPS
DO YOU HAVE ANY PROFESSIONAL AMBITIONS
STILL TO ACHIEVE?
Yes, definitely! Although I am retiring from the Mint, I am keenly
interested in the whole field of precious metal analysis.
I am planning to continue chairing the Reference Material Project
Committee and I hope we can produce a number of gold and silver
doré reference materials for XRF and fire assay method validation.
Another project I have been mulling over is a textbook on fire assay.

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES DO YOU SEE
FOR THE FUTURE?
I see a very positive future for assayers in the coming years. At
present, there are more opportunities for assayers to exchange ideas
than I have ever seen. I expect this to continue and I hope this will
expand so we can all do better assaying. There are also precious metal
reference materials available that did not previously exist and I expect
more types of reference materials to be produced in the coming years.
This also is critical to maintaining accurate assaying methods. Fire
assay continues to be an important method that will remain with us
for a long time with the use of complementary spectrometric methods
(such as XRF). I foresee movement to using more energy efficient
furnaces and perhaps the incorporation of some automation in the
processes. I also hope that the industry can work towards providing
regular training for assayers.

THE A&R CONFERENCES HAVE
PROVIDED AN IMPORTANT PLATFORM
TO EXCHANGE IDEAS ON DIFFERENT
ANALYTICAL METHODS AND INVALUABLE
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

LBMA Assaying and Refining Conference, March 2019
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The iconic
Krugerrand
worth its weight
in gold

Since 1967, the Krugerrand is
the gold bullion coin which
has pioneered enduring value
for discerning investors.
With over 52 million ounces
of Krugerrand’s sold, the
Krugerrand is the world’s
most traded and trusted
+27 (0) 11 418 9000

bullion coin. With a durable
composition, timeless design,
proven tradability, global
liquidity and consistent
delivery, the Krugerrand is an
investment that withstands
the test of time.

www.prestigebullion.co.za

JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN SOUTH AFRICAN MINT & RAND REFINERY
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Winners of LBMA's 2019

PRECIOUS METALS
FORECAST SURVEY

LBMA is delighted to announce the results of its 2019 Precious Metals Forecast Survey. In
January 2019, analysts provided their forecasts for what they thought the average price in
2019 would be for each of the four metals (gold, silver, platinum and palladium).
1oz gold bars kindly donated by PAMP were the reward for the analyst in each of the four metal categories whose
Watercolour of the second New Court.
forecast was closest to the actual average price in 2019. In the event of a tie, we take into account the analysts’
forecast ranges.
Congratulations to the winning analysts and commiserations to the runners-up.

Metal

Actual price first half
of January 2019(a)

Analysts’ 2019
forecast average

2019 actual
year average

Winning
Forecast

Gold

$1,288.85

$1,311.71

$1,392.60

$1,365

Silver

$15.63

$16.28

$16.20

$16.20

Platinum

$809.50

$850.71

$862.90

$855

Palladium

$1,308.40

$1,267.68

$1,536.74

$1,505

(a) 2-15 January 2019 inclusive (based on the pm LBMA Gold Price)

Au

Au

Analysts were relatively bullish for gold in 2019 but their average forecast still fell $80
short of the actual average price for the year of $1,392.6. It’s not surprising therefore
that the most bullish analysts battled out the finish. Vying for the first prize were Rene
Hochreiter (Noah Capital Markets/Sieberana Research Pty Ltd) and Rhona O’Connell (INTL FCStone) with their
forecast of $1,365. We couldn't split them even after taking into acocunt their ranges, so they shared first place
and each secure a 1oz gold bar.
For Rene this represented his seventh winning prize, which puts him alongside Ross Norman as the analyst with the
highest number of first place finishes.
Breathing down their necks in third place, closely following up on his second place finish in the 2018 Survey, was HansGuenter Ritter (Heraeus) with his forecast of $1,355.

Ag
The actual average price out turned at $16.20 not far off the $16.28 which analysts had on average
forecast. Out in front was Bernard Dahdah (Natixis) whose forecast was spot on the money at $16.20,
which was certainly impressive forecasting. Stealing second place was James Steel (HSBC), who was
just seven cents away with his forecast of $16.27. In third spot was Matthew Turner (Independent) with a forecast of
£16.10. It was fitting to see Bernard scoop first prize here as he narrowly missed out last year by 10 cents to finish
runner-up.
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Pt
Of the prospects for the four metals in 2019, analysts were most bullish about platinum with an average
forecast of $850.71 against an actual price of $862.90, so they were only $12 off-track. In one of the
tightest-ever finishes, two analysts, Frederic Panizzutti (MKS PAMP Group) and Bernard Dahdah could not
be separated. With the same forecast of $855, a dead heat was the only fair outcome and so they both receive a 1oz
gold bar. In a close call for third place was Suki Cooper (Standard Chartered) with her forecast of $874.

Pd
Surprisingly, given what happened to palladium in 2019, analysts took a bearish view of its prospects
in 2019. They forecast prices to fall 3.1% to an average of just $1,267.68. How wrong they were, with
palladium being the best performing metal, ending the year at $1,920, nearly $700 up on 2019. With the
average price in 2019 of $1,536.74, the finish was dominated by those analysts who adopted a bullish forecast.
The most bullish of all was Ross Norman (Independent) whose forecast of $1,505 was just $30 off the actual average.
This represented Ross’s second first prize in the last two Surveys and his seventh first prize overall, which puts him
alongside Rene as the analyst with the highest number of first place finishes. It was fitting therefore that second place
should go to no other than Rene with his forecast of $1,418, followed closely by William Adams (Fastmarkets) in third
place with his prediction of $1,410.

1oz Gold Bar Prizes
Congratulations to all the winners who will each
receive a 1oz gold bar, kindly donated by PAMP.
See our website for further details.
17
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HISTORICAL REFLECTIONS

ON LBMA’S PRECIOUS
METALS FORECAST SURVEY
BY AELRED CONNELLY, PR OFFICER, LBMA

Tablt 1: Top 20 Weighted Score, 1998 to 2019
Total number of
forecast contributions(a)

1st

2nd

3rd

Total points

Weighted
average

Dahdah, Bernard

20

4

3

2

20

1.00

2

Stevens, Glyn

30

5

2

2

21

0.70

3

Holmes, David

12

2

1

0

8

0.67

4

Lasserre, Frederic

12

1

2

0

7

0.58

5

Hawkes, Neil

15

2

1

0

8

0.53

Contributor
1

6

Norman, Ross

72

7

4

5

34

0.47

6

Hochreiter, Rene

60

7

3

1

28

0.47

8

Smith, Andy

24

2

2

1

11

0.46

9

Kendall, Tom

36

4

1

2

16

0.44

10

Graf, Adam

12

1

1

0

5

0.42

11

Reade, John

27

1

3

2

11

0.41

11

Nagao, Eddie

32

1

5

0

13

0.41

13

Williamson, Alan

20

1

1

2

7

0.35

14

Klapwijk, Philip

76

6

2

4

26

0.34

15

Jollie, David Dr

22

1

1

2

7

0.32

16

Zumpfe, Alexander

16

0

2

1

5

0.31

16

Panizzutti, Frederic

72

5

1

5

22

0.31

18

Teves, Joni

20

2

0

0

6

0.30

18

Cooper, Suki

44

2

3

1

13

0.30

20

Proettel, Thorsten

24

1

1

2

7

0.29

20

Steel, James

52

1

5

2

15

0.29

(a) Only those analysts who have made 12 or more forecast contributions are included in the table. Points awarded on the following basis: 1 prize three points, 2 place two points and 3rd one point.
The weighted average is calculated by dividing the total number of points by the total number of forecast contributions. Those shaded no longer contribute to the Forecast Survey.
st

The first survey was conducted in 1997
when analysts were required to provide
high and low forecast ranges for gold
and silver along with accompanying
commentaries.

nd

And just to prove that she has lost none of her forecasting prowess,
Rhona grabbed first prize for gold in last year’s forecast. The
international dimension to the survey continues to this day, with
contributors located in some of the world’s major cities, including
London, New York, Tokyo, Shanghai, Beijing, Perth, Toronto and Cape
Town. You can read the results of the 2019 survey on page 16 and
the 2020 Forecast Survey is available on our website.

We thought that it would be interesting to compile all the results of the
The requirement to also provide an average price forecast was
surveys into a table – call it the Premier league of world forecasters! As
introduced in 1998 and, at the same time, prizes of a 1oz gold bar
with any statistics, it is possible to represent the results
for both the gold and silver categories were
in many ways, so to be as fair as possible, whilst at the
awarded to the analyst whose forecast average
WE THOUGHT THAT IT
same time keeping things as simple as possible, we
was closest to the actual average price. In
WOULD BE INTERESTING have prepared two tables. In doing so, we have applied
2002, platinum and palladium joined the party.
TO COMPILE ALL
some basic rules. First of all, we have adopted a points
Nineteen analysts contributed to the 1998
THE
RESULTS OF THE
scoring system, with three points awarded for finishing
survey, with nearly twice as many taking part in
SURVEYS INTO A TABLE first in each metal category, two for second and one for
2020. Rhona O’Connell contributed to the first
– CALL IT THE PREMIER third. We have considered only those analysts who have
survey, and she has the distinction of being the
made at least 12 forecast contributions.
LEAGUE OF WORLD
only analyst still contributing!

FORECASTERS!
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INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION TO THE SURVEY CONTINUES
TO THIS DAY WITH CONTRIBUTORS LOCATED IN SOME OF
THE WORLD’S MAJOR CITIES
LONDON

NEW YORK

BEIJING

TOKYO

PERTH

SHANGHAI

TORONTO

2004

CAPE TOWN

Table 2: Top 20 Contributors Total Points, 1998 to 2019
Contributor

Nine analysts
have won
two first
prizes in the
same year

Total number of
forecast contributions'(b)

1st

2nd

3rd

Total points

1

Norman, Ross

72

7

4

5

34

2

Hochreiter, Rene

60

7

3

1

28

3

Klapwijk, Philip

76

6

2

4

26

4

Panizzutti, Frederic

72

5

1

5

22

5

Stevens, Glyn

30

5

2

2

21

6

Dahdah, Bernard

20

4

3

2

20

7

Kendall, Tom

36

4

1

2

16

8

Steel, James

52

1

5

2

15

9

Cooper, Suki

44

2

3

1

13

9

Nagao, Eddie

32

1

5

0

13

9

Takai, Bob

48

4

0

1

13

12

Smith, Andy

24

2

2

1

11

12

Reade, John

27

1

3

2

11

14

Turner, Matthew

58

3

0

1

10

15

Fertig, Peter

40

1

2

2

9

15

O'Connell, Rhona

46

2

1

1

9

17

Holmes, David

12

2

1

0

8

17

Hawkes, Neil

15

2

1

0

8

17

Bahr, Robin

44

2

0

2

8

20

Lasserre, Frederic

12

1

2

0

7

20

Williamson, Alan

20

1

1

2

7

20

Jollie, David Dr

22

1

1

2

7

20

Savant, Rohit

32

2

0

1

7

20

Proettel, Thorsten

24

1

1

2

7

20

Adams, William

36

1

1

2

7

20

Melek, Bart

28

1

1

2

7

MATTHEW TURNER
began the trend in
securing the first
prize for gold
and palladium.

2007

ROSS NORMAN
(silver and platinum)

2008

BOB TAKAI
(silver and palladium)

2009

PHILIP KLAPWIJK
(gold and silver)

2011

ROHIT SAVANT
(platinum and palladium)

2013

RENE HOCHREITER
(gold and silver)

(b) Points awarded on the following basis: 1st 3 points, 2nd two pints and 3rd 1 point. Those shaded no longer contribute to the Forecast Survey.

2015

On this basis, two tables have been
compiled, one based on a weighted score
(see Table 1), the other based on absolute
number of points scored (see Table 2).

2016

Table 1 shows Bernard Dahdah out in front
with a weighted score of 1.0 points from
his 20 forecast contributions (his haul
includes four first prizes). In second place
is Glyn Stevens with a return of 0.7 from 30
forecasts (Glyn only participates for PGMs),
which includes an impressive five first prizes.

If we look at Table 2, Ross Norman is out
in the lead thanks to taking first prize for
platinum in last year’s survey, which takes
his haul to 34 points. Réne Hochreiter is in
second place on 28 points following his first
place finish for gold in the 2019 survey. Both
Ross and Réne have each collected a record
seven first prizes. In third place is Philip
Klapwijk with 26 points, followed by Frederic
and Glyn, with Bernard moving up the table
into sixth place following his two first prizes
in last years survey.

GLYN STEVENS
(platinum and palladium)

JONI TEVES
(gold and silver)

2019

BERNARD DAHDAH
(silver and platinum)
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GLOBAL PRECIOUS
METALS CODE IS
THREE YEARS OLD
IN 2020
To mark the occasion, it will
undergo a review and update to
ensure that it remains relevant
and fit for purpose for the needs
of the global precious metals
market.

BY RUTH CROWELL, CEO, LBMA

Members and market participants
will have the opportunity to
provide comments on the review,
so look out for further updates on
this later in the year.

LBMA
MEMBERS

Global Precious
Metals Code
April 2018

LBMA is delighted to welcome China Industrial Bank Co., Ltd
as a Full Member. The bank is based in Fuzhou within the Fujian
province and looks forward to expanding its network through LBMA.

We currently have 143 member companies – 86 Full
Members (including 12 Market-Making Members and 12
Affiliates), three Exchange Affiliates and 54 Associates.

LBMA also welcomes new Associate, Pro Aurum GmbH. The
company is based in Munich and is the largest bank-independent
precious metal trader in Germany.

If you are interested in applying for membership of LBMA,
including the new subsriber category, please email
mail@lbma.org.uk

Simon Potter Joins LBMA Board
Simon Potter, Independent Non-Executive Director, formerly Head
of the Markets Group, Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY),
joined LBMA’s Board as our third independent Non-Executive Director
on 1 January 2020.
Simon led and provided strategic direction to 500 professionals across three locations at the
FRBNY. He has had academic experience as an Assistant Professor of Economics at UCLA
and has taught at Johns Hopkins University, New York University and Princeton University.
Simon has extensive experience in market best practices, reference rates, a leadership role
on the global FX Code, as well as being Chair of the Global FX Committee.
Simon Weeks, new LBMA Senior
Advisor Central Banks

Taylor Birch joins as
LBMA’s Events Co-ordinator

We welcome Simon who will be joining LBMA as
a consultant and will be focusing his attention
on forging closer engagement between LBMA
and central banks. Simon will also be assisting
with other tasks, for example, updating the OTC
Guide, which is now three years old and in need
of a review.

Taylor Birch returns to LBMA on 3 February
to take up the role of Events Co-ordinator.
She will be hitting the ground running with
the Annual Party and Technology Summit
both taking place in March as well as the
AGM, Annual Conference and black-tie
dinner later in the year.

GOLD AND
SILVER Held in
London Vaults
20

As at the end of September 2019, there were
8,228 tonnes of gold valued at $392.9 billion and
35,654 tonnes of silver valued at $19.8 billion held
in the London vaults. This equates to approximately
658,274 gold bars and 1,188,472 silver bars.
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LBMA-i

TRADE
REPORTING

Daily gold trading hit a record high
in value terms on 8 January, 2020
with $86.4bn traded.

103 ACCREDITED
103 refiners on the Good Delivery Lists, with
82 listed for silver and 49 refiners on both lists.

Donations

Don’t Miss...

82
SILVER

CURRENT APPLICATIONS
There are currently 6 active Good Delivery applications.

LBMA

You may recall that last year we invited members to provide
comments and feedback on helping to enhance our communications
strategy and assist us with shaping our key messages and futurefacing brand proposition. The aim was to better engage multiple
stakeholders and to enable us to expand effectively into new
regions globally. LIDA applied a research strategy approach to the
project, conducting desk-based, quantitative and qualitative studies
to inform the new brand proposition. The responses received also
provided good insight into current perceptions of LBMA as a brand,
highlighting areas that still require attention. We are now developing
a revised elevator pitch deck and supporting sales collateral that
we hope will better communicate the important work conducted by
LBMA, as well as crystallising the value of LBMA membership as we
look to grow our networks and add new members.

2019
LBMA Charitable

It also helps support LBMA’s dialogue with regulators on such
matters as NSFR, where we are working closely with key stakeholders
to gain a full exemption for precious metals and clearing.

GOLD

We now have
listed for gold,

Redefining

LBMA-i market data makes it possible for market
participants to gauge the size, shape and
liquidity of the OTC market as represented by
LBMA members.

70

REFINERS
70

WHY THE DATA IS IMPORTANT

LBMA defines itself as the world’s only independent authority
for precious metals. It’s our job to ensure business integrity by
advancing standards for the common good of the global industry.
We are perfectly positioned to offer market solutions and services
that support this ambition. Please keep an eye out for appearances
by our executive at events during the year and let us know what you
think about our new approach to promoting LBMA, its work and the
market. This project has been invaluable both in terms of shaping
our future comms strategy, but also in providing the business with
a better understanding of the areas that need our focus in order to
improve perceptions in future. A follow-up study will be conducted in
2021 to assess the effectiveness of this project.

Last year, LBMA split its annual charitable fund equally between four
nominated charities: Isabelle Hospice, The Ghana Education Project,
The Jamil & Nyanga Jaward Foundation in Sierra Leone and Alzheimer’s
Research UK.

Tutankhamun – Treasures of
the Golden Pharaoh
Commemorating the centenary of the discovery that captivated the world, the
largest collection of King Tutankhamun’s treasures ever to travel out of Egypt,
is now on display at the Saatchi Gallery until 3 May. Sixty of the exhibits have
never travelled outside of Egypt before.
The legend of Tutankhamun captured imaginations globally when, in 1922,
his tomb was unearthed by British explorer Howard Carter and financier Lord
Carnarvon. An instant worldwide sensation, public fascination surrounding
the boy king – and the only Ancient Egyptian royal tomb ever found intact –
has continued ever since. It’s a must see exhibition, details below.
Saatchi Gallery Duke of York’s HQ, King’s Road, London SW3 4RY
By Underground: The gallery is 3-4 minutes’ walk from Sloane Square
Underground (District and Circle lines) and 10-12 minutes’ walk from
Victoria (Victoria overground, District & Circle lines).

21
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LBMA OUTREACH
The LBMA Executive has participated at a number of industry events recently, a selection of which are highlighted below.

Recent Event Summary
29 January – 2 February, World Money Fair – Estrel, Berlin, Germany: Ruth Crowell attended the World
Money Fair in Berlin on 29 January. It is the major event in the European numismatic calendar and is held every year in Berlin.
Ruth held a series of meetings with GDL refiners and international mints.

UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS IN 2020
3-6 FEBRUARY:

31 MARCH-1 APRIL:

Mining Indaba

SGE Global Summit

Neil and Sakhila will be in attendance to promote LBMA Responsible
Sourcing initiatives and to engage closely with governments and
producers.

Ruth will be delivering the keynote speech at the event.
Jeremy East and Rebecca Adamson will also be in attendance.

24-26 FEBRUARY:

2 JULY:

IPMI AML Security
and Anti-Money
Laundering Seminar

LBMA AGM

3 MARCH:

11-13 OCTOBER:

Cape Town, South Africa

Marriot Hollywood Beach Resort,
Hollywood, Florida, USA

LBMA Annual
Members’Party

Swingers City Golf, 8 Brown’s Buildings
London EC3A 8AL

Chongquing, China

Glaziers Hall
9 Montague Close
London SE1 9DD

LBMA/LPPM Global
Precious Metals
Conference

EPIC SANA Lisboa Hotel, Lisbon, Portugal

27 MARCH:

2 DECEMBER:

LBMA Responsible
Sourcing
& Technology Summit

LBMA Annual Dinner

Hilton London Tower Bridge, London

22

Natural History Museum,
Cromwell Road
London, SW7 5BD
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ÓR
The Gold Exhibition at

© The National Museum of Ireland

the National Museum
of Ireland (NMI)

BY SHARON WEADICK, ASSISTANT KEEPER, IRISH ANTIQUITIES DIVISION, THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND

An exhibition of gold
artefacts from the most
significant prehistoric
gold collection in North
West Europe.
Valuable, rare, enduring and glittering – these
are all words which we associate with gold.
Since the dawn of time, gold has been
highly prized and regarded as special. It has
distinctive qualities – it does not corrode
and is malleable – which makes it easier
than other metals to work with. In the past,
it was thought to have magical, talismanic
and cosmological properties. The Bronze
and Early Iron Age periods, which extend
from ca. 2500 BC to the first century AD in
Ireland, are regarded as being the richest,
most creative and productive periods in
Irish prehistoric gold-working. The National
Museum of Ireland has the largest and most
significant collection of prehistoric gold in
north-west Europe in its collections.

THE PREHISTORIC GOLD
COLLECTION IN THE NMI

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF IRELAND HAS THE
LARGEST AND MOST
SIGNIFICANT COLLECTION
OF PREHISTORIC GOLD IN
NORTH-WEST EUROPE IN
ITS COLLECTIONS

All the gold artefacts in the collection have
Irish provenances and are known to have
been manufactured in Ireland.
Although they were produced in
Ireland, they display influences
from Britain, North West Europe
and Iberia, which demonstrates
the commercial and cultural
connections between Ireland
and the rest of the North West
of Europe in prehistory. The
history of the gold collection
predates the foundation of the
Museum itself. The Museum
of Science and Art, later the
National Museum of Ireland
(NMI), was founded in 1877
by Act of Parliament and first
opened its doors to the public
in 1890. The Museum was
built to house the collections
of the Royal Dublin Society
and the Royal Irish Academy,
which included the Academy’s
important gold collection. Since
the Museum was opened, the
The Tullydonnell hoard
gold collection has grown.
© The National Museum of Ireland
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amber and jet necklaces and torcs, bracelets and pins artefacts
made from bronze and/or covered in gold foil. In 2017, the
exhibition was revamped to include recent finds, such as the
gold button cover found during archaeological excavations
in Mucklagh in Offaly, and to add information from recent
research.

The Mooghaun hoard
© The National Museum of Ireland

The gold exhibition does not have audio-visual displays
or interactive aids; instead, the focus is on the artefacts
themselves. The information provided on the accompanying
information panels is accessible to visitors of all ages.
Information is also available on the Museum’s website. The
layout of the display cases showcasing these magnificent
artefacts is arranged chronologically from the Beaker period
and Early Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age. The oval area
located in the centre of the exhibition focuses on the history
of the collection. It also displays information and exhibits
artefacts associated with the procurement of the gold from
alluvial deposits. Over the years, there has been much speculation and
research carried out to identify the source of the Irish Bronze Age gold.
In the past, the main source of the Irish Bronze Age gold
was thought to be in Croghan Kinshelagh Hill in Wicklow.
Chemical analysis carried out in the last decade identified
the Mourne Mountains in Northern Ireland as the most
likely source. Recent isotopic analysis has shown that the
source of the Early Bronze Age gold artefacts was probably
located in Cornwall as the isotopes of the Cornish gold
There are
and the Early Bronze Age artefacts are similar. However,
close to 700
the location of the source of the gold for Later Bronze Age
gold artefacts
artefacts has still to be determined.

700

The artefacts in the NMI prehistoric gold
collection were most frequently discovered
as chance finds – usually during farming
activities, peat harvesting or construction
works. Very few artefacts have been retrieved
during archaeological excavations. The earliest
record of the discovery of Bronze Age gold is
in the NMI’s
preserved in a manuscript in Trinity College
prehistoric gold collection, THE EARLY BRONZE AGE (2500 – 1500 BC)
Dublin. It documents the discovery of a gold
most of which are Bronze
hoard in Ballymacmorrish in Offaly in 1670.
Age in date, and 342 of Visitors are presented with display cases containing
Unfortunately, the present whereabouts of this
these are on exhibition the very fine but fragile lunulae (collar/neck ornament),
gold discs, earrings and plaques. The number of lunulae
hoard is unknown. The artefacts were most
and gold discs from Ireland are significantly higher than
likely to have been melted down and recycled.
from
Britain
and
the rest of Europe. This demonstrates that Ireland
Such was the fate of so many ancient gold artefacts. The Mooghaun
was an important manufacturing centre for gold artefacts in North
hoard was discovered in 1854 and would have weighed well over 5kg.
West Europe in the Early Bronze Age. All the gold artefacts were
It is estimated to have contained 150 Late Bronze Age gold artefacts
manufactured from thin sheets of gold. The gold sheets were produced
– bracelets, collars and torcs. Today, only 34 of the original artefacts
th
by gently, skilfully and patiently hammering ingots of gold alloyed with
survive and these are on exhibition along with 19 century replicas
small amounts of silver and copper. The artefacts are decorated with
of some of the lost artefacts. Most of the objects in the hoard are
incised or repoussé decoration composed of symmetrically arranged
presumed to have been melted down, although some may still survive
geometric motifs – lozenges, circles, zig-zag, lattice patterns.
in private collections with the knowledge of their provenance having
been long since lost. Fortunately, legislation is now in place to prevent
discoveries of ancient gold artefacts being melted down or sold on
the black market.
The most recent addition to our gold collection are the four magnificent
solid gold penannular rings found in 2018 during drainage works in
Tullydonnell in Donegal. Analysis of the elemental composition of the
gold rings most likely date them to the Late Bronze Age or Bishopsland
phase (ca. 1000 BC). In total, they weigh 4kg and have been interpreted
as bullion rather than finished artefacts. They are evidence of the great
wealth of the Bronze Age community in this isolated corner of North
West Europe.

THE EXHIBITION
There is no admission fee into the exhibitions at the National Museum
of Ireland. On entering the exhibition space from the main reception
area in the Museum, a visitor is dazzled by the gold artefacts on
display in the ÓR exhibition in the central court (ór is the word for
gold in the Irish language). There are close to 700 gold artefacts in
the NMI’s prehistoric gold collection, most of which are Bronze Age in
date, and 342 of these are on exhibition. The exhibition also includes
specialised metal-working tools of bronze and stone, which would have
been used in the manufacturing of the gold artefacts. Examples of
pottery bearing the same decorative motifs are also on display as are
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The Drumbanagher Lunula
© The National Museum of Ireland
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View of the exhibition space
© The National Museum of Ireland

The Glenisheen gold gorget
© The National Museum of Ireland

THE DRUMBANAGHER LUNULA
In Ireland, Bronze Age gold artefacts are
not usually found in funerary or settlement
contexts – they are, with a few exceptions,
isolated finds. Their deposition is usually
considered to be ritual in nature or for
safekeeping to be retrieved later. As they
are mostly isolated finds, interpreting their
exact function is quite difficult. However,
the decoration on the lunulae and gold (or
sun) discs is quite obviously of symbolic
significance. Mary Cahill has reinterpreted
the lunulae (the plural of ‘little moon’) as
possibly representing solar boats and has
identified the decoration on the bases of
Early Bronze Age ceramic bowls as solar
imagery. So the Early Bronze Age gold
artefacts do not seem to be personal
ornaments but were more likely to be
regalia worn either by a powerful political
or religious leader during important
ceremonies and rituals.

THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
(1500 – 1000 BC)

The torcs are too large to be worn as a
personal neck ornament and it has been
suggested that they were worn around the
waist. Clearly, they were intended to impress
and would have had a significant role in
ceremonial rites.

THE LATE BRONZE AGE
AND EARLY IRON AGE
(FROM 1000 BC – CA. 100 AD)
By 800 BC, there was a remarkable
expansion in the range of gold artefacts
being manufactured. These new items include
gorgets (collars), ear spools, lock-rings,
bullae, hair-rings and gold beads made from
sheet gold, and solid gold dress and sleeve
fasteners. They demonstrate that the Late
Bronze Age in Ireland was a period of great
wealth and technological innovation – gold
wire and gold rivets were now used to stitch
together elements of composite artefacts such
as the gorgets. Mary Cahill’s recent study of
the gorgets suggests that they may have been
worn as a type of stylised ceremonial cuirass
(sheet-metal armour/corset).
Cahill also looked to ethnographic sources
to find parallels for the gold boxes and
discovered that their similarity to the ear
spools worn by the Maasai tribes was so
remarkable that the gold boxes have now been
reidentified as gold ear spools.

This next section in the exhibition explains
the new technologies in gold-working and the
change in the artefact types being produced by
1200 BC. During this period, torcs and solid
Unfortunately, the function of the
penannular bracelets were the principal types
majority of the gold artefacts cannot be
of artefacts being manufactured. While the use
explained. The object names assigned to
of sheet gold to manufacture gold artefacts
them – hair-rings, dress and sleeve
does continue,
fasteners, to name
we now also see
a few – are mostly
the introduction
THE GOLD EXHIBITION
antiquarian in origin
of new production
CELEBRATES THE GOLDEN
and are based on
techniques. Gold
AGE IN IRELAND’S
what they appeared
bars are formed
PREHISTORY AND IS
to resemble in more
into bracelets,
modern times.
ONE OF THE MOST
and bar torcs and
POPULAR
EXHIBITIONS
A display case
twisted torcs are
IN THE MUSEUM
containing ribbon
made using warm
torcs is a recent
and cold annealing
addition to the
and anticlastic
exhibition. Previously, ribbon torcs
techniques. The most impressive of these
were considered to be Bronze Age
artefacts of this period on display are the
in date; however, analysis of the
twisted torcs found on the royal site of the Hill
some of the ribbon torcs in the
of Tara in County Meath. The largest Tara Torc
NMI’s gold collection showed that
measures 42cm in diameter and if untwisted
they also contain traces of platinum,
would extend to 167cm.

which is more consistent with the elemental
composition of Iron Age gold.
The gold exhibition celebrates the Golden Age
in Ireland’s prehistory and is one of the most
popular exhibitions in the Museum. These
intrinsically beautiful artefacts display the
exquisite work of the master goldsmiths in the
prehistoric period in Ireland and they reflect
the prestige, power and wealth of the Bronze
Age and Iron Age societies. They have inspired
modern gold-workers and some of their pieces
are available for sale in the Museum shop.
Thanks are due to Richard Weinacht NMI
photography department for all photographs
provided in this article.

The NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND
has four Locations, three in Dublin and
one in Mayo. The Gold exhibition is housed
in the Archaeology site on Kildare Street,
Dublin, Ireland.
Opening times:
Sun/Mon 13:00-17:00
Tues-Sat 10:00-17:00.
The Museum is free to enter.

Sharon Weadick is the
Assistant Keeper, Irish
Antiquities Division, at the
National Museum of Ireland.
She has a MSc (1:1) in
Experimental Archaeology
and Material Culture from
University College Dublin. Since 2017 she
has worked in the NMI as curator of the
Bronze Age Collections. Prior to this she
worked on a project cataloguing the IAD
collections which contains several million
objects. Her areas of interest include Early
Bronze Age pottery and funerary practices
and ancient metal-working. She has also
worked as research archaeologist on the
excavations of the Cliff-fort of Dún Aonghasa
on the Aran Islands.
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THE LAST
CENTRAL
BANK GOLD
AGREEMENT

CHART A
GOLD SALES BY CBGA SIGNATORIES AND GOLD PRICE DEVELOPMENTS
(TONNES US DOLLAR PER TROY OUNCE)
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The last Central Bank Gold Agreement (CBGA) expired in September
2019 after 20 years of such agreements. The CBGAs’ signatories
included the Eurosystem and the central banks of Sweden, Switzerland
and – initially – the United Kingdom. The first CBGA1 was set up in 1999
for a five-year period, when concerns about the negative market impact of
uncoordinated gold sales by central banks were evident, and increasing,
in the gold market. The goal of the CBGAs was to help stabilise the gold
market by alleviating these concerns, relieving downward pressure on
gold prices, and contributing towards more balanced supply and demand
conditions by limiting and coordinating central banks’ gold sales. The
Agreement was renewed three times, each time for a five-year period.
The terms of the last two CBGAs became less and less stringent,
reflecting the improving conditions in the gold market. This change in
the terms mainly took the
OVER THE FULL CBGA form of an adjustment of the
signatories’ sale quotas and a
PERIOD SINCE 1999
relaxation of the constraints on
THE PRICE OF GOLD
the use of derivatives (see
HAS INCREASED
Chart A). Over the full CBGA
AROUND FIVE-FOLD
Palladiumperiod since 1999, the price
of gold has increased around
five-fold. The market impact on gold prices in CBGA announcements,
including the one on the expiry of the last CBGA, was negligible. The
exception to this was the initial CBGA announcement, which was a
novelty and a surprise.

Since 1999 the
OVER TIME INNOVATIONS
gold market has
IN FINANCIAL ENGINEERING
grown and matured
FACILITATED THE USE OF GOLD
in terms of liquidity
AS A FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT
and investor base2.
THANKS TO THE DEVELOPMENT
The structure of the
OF EXCHANGE-TRADED
gold market differs
PRODUCTS
TRACKING GOLD
from that of other
PRICES
AND
BACKED BY
financial assets, as
PHYSICAL GOLD
gold does not only
serve investment
purposes, but also has practical uses. At the time of the first CBGA,
the diversity of demand for physical gold was low and concentrated
in jewellery, while the contribution to demand from the official sector
was negative.

20

This is an extract from the European
Central Bank (ECB) Economic Bulletin,
Issue 7 2019, reproduced with the
kind permission of the ECB.

CBGA limits (left hand scale)

Sources: International Monetary Fund International Financial Statistics,
European Central Bank, Bloomberg.
Note: The vertical lines represent the expiryJeremy
dates of
theChairman
successiveJiao
CBGAs.
and
of SGE.
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CHART B

Sources: International Monetary Fund International Financial Statistics,
European Central Bank, Bloomberg.
Note:
The
CHART
B vertical lines represent the expiry dates of the successive CBGAs.
STRUCTURE OF GOLD DEMAND
(TONNES)
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Central banks and other official institutions have become net buyers
of gold over the current decade, mainly as a result of demand from
emerging markets.
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CHART C
GOLD HOLDINGS OF SELECTED CENTRAL BANKS
(TONNES)

GOLD HAS
BENEFITED
FROM ITS STATUS
AS A SAFE-HAVEN
ASSET WITH
THE ABILITY
TO PRESERVE
WEALTH OVER
THE LONG TERM
WITH NO RISK
OF DEFAULT

CENTRAL BANKS
AND OTHER OFFICIAL
INSTITUTIONS HAVE
BECOME NET BUYERS
OF GOLD OVER THE
CURRENT DECADE,
MAINLY AS A RESULT
OF DEMAND FROM
EMERGING MARKETS
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Several factors may have
supported this renewed
interest in gold, mainly from
developing countries5 (see
Chart C). First, gold has
benefited from its status as
a safe-haven asset with the
ability to preserve wealth
over the long term with no
risk of default.

Second, gold offers diversification benefits from a portfolio
management perspective as, in general, it has a low correlation with
other assets but a positive correlation with inflation and a negative
one with real bond yields and US dollar developments.
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The turning point came at around the time of the global financial
crisis, when, after years of net selling, the contribution of the
official sector to overall gold demand turned positive, with the
stabilisation of CBGA signatories’ gold holdings and new buying
activity by other central banks.

CENTRAL BANKS and other official
institutions have become net buyers
of gold over the current decade,
mainly as a result of demand from
EMERGING MARKETS

Sources: World Gold Council, European Central Bank.

Over time, innovations in financial
engineering facilitated the use of gold
as a financial instrument, thanks to the
development of exchange-traded products
tracking gold prices and backed by physical
gold. These flexible and liquid investment
vehicles helped broaden the range of
investors by easing the access of retail and
pension funds to gold exposure3.

Other supporting factors are the low or negative interest rate
environment in major reserve currencies, the reshaping of the global
geopolitical landscape and the authorities’ efforts, in some countries, to
back the national currency with physical assets.
With regard to market functioning and gold market governance, a
number of initiatives were taken to promote “a robust, fair, effective
and appropriately transparent market”.

Diversity in gold demand increased most
First, the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA)6 published a
visibly during and after the global financial
Global Precious Metals Code (Code) that was adopted by the main
crisis, driven initially by a surge in retail investment in gold bars
precious metals market participants7. The Code sets out the best
and later also by demand from the official sector. More recently, the
practices expected from market participants in the global OTC
sources of demand have remained diverse and broadly stable (see
wholesale precious metals market.
Chart B). The higher investor involvement in the gold
Its achievement in this respect is similar to that
market since the first CBGA is reflected in the trading
THE CODE SETS OUT
of the FXGC for the foreign exchange market.
of gold products and derivatives, both on exchanges
THE
BEST
PRACTICES
4
Second, to foster greater transparency, the LBMA
and in the over-the-counter (OTC) market .
EXPECTED FROM
began to publish new trade data8 and other
Market liquidity and its ability to absorb large-volume
MARKET PARTICIPANTS statistics for the precious metals market.
gold transactions have improved continuously, thereby
IN THE GLOBAL OTC
lowering the need for the CBGA.
WHOLESALE PRECIOUS

METALS MARKET

1. https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/1999/html/pr990926.en.html 2. The comparison is between current conditions and those prevailing in 1999, when the CBGA was initially
introduced. 3. At the end of 2018, gold-backed investments in exchange-traded funds amounted to around 2,300 tonnes, according to Thomson Reuters GFMS data. 4. For example, the average
trading volume of gold futures contracts trading at COMEX has increased multiple times over the past 20 years (according to Bloomberg), while the net volume of Loco London gold transfers
(in USD terms) settled between the five clearing members of London Precious Metals Clearing Limited (LPMCL) has increased several times during the same period (according to the clearing
statistics provided by the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA)). 5. Two countries, China and Russia, have accounted for more than two-thirds of the overall net buying activity in gold by the
official sector since 2009, according to the World Gold Council. 6. http://www.lbma.org.uk/global-precious-metals-code 7. The LBMA published the Code in May 2017 and all LBMA members
had signed a Statement of Commitment by 1 June 2018. 8. The new trade data are more granular and reported with a higher frequency.
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Review of the
Gold Price Centenary
Seminar and Dinner

Above – 'Team' LBMA

BY AELRED CONNELLY, PR OFFICER, LBMA

The final event in the 2020 calendar
to commemorate the centenary of the
gold price took place at Goldsmiths’
Hall on 3 December.
In the afternoon, we held a
seminar where we put the
THE GOLDSMITHS’
‘Hall’ into hallmarking, with Dr
COMPANY RECEIVED ITS
Robert Organ, Deputy Warden
FIRST ROYAL CHARTER
of the London Assay Office,
IN 1327 GIVING IT THE
who provided his unique
RIGHT TO ENFORCE
insight into the ancient art
of hallmarking. The seminar
GOOD AUTHORITY
featured a range other leading
AND STANDARDS
industry experts, including
WITHIN THE TRADE
Dr Stewart Murray, LBMA
AND EMPHASISING
Consultant, who delivered
ITS
STANDING OVER
a fascinating insight into
the online exhibition he
PROVINCIAL GOLDSMITHS
is developing entitled the
‘Wonders of Gold’. This was followed by Bart Melek, Global Head
of Commodity Strategy, TD Securities, who presented his thoughts
on the trajectory of the gold price in 2020 and beyond. Last but not
least, we heard from LBMA CEO, Ruth Crowell, who updated the
audience on the latest LBMA initiatives and work streams. If you
missed the presentations, you can catch up by watching the videos on
our website.
There was a quick change required for those participating and/or
attending the seminar as we held a black-tie dinner later that evening,
also in the salubrious surroundings of Goldsmiths’ Hall. More than
220 people closely associated with the gold price past, present and
future gathered for cocktails and dinner.
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The Hall is owned by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, more
commonly known as The Goldsmiths’ Company, which is one of the
12 Great Livery Companies of the City of London. The Goldsmiths’
Company received its first royal charter in 1327, giving it the right
to enforce good authority and standards within the trade, and
emphasising its standing over provincial goldsmiths. ‘Authority’
and ‘standards’ are very much at the heart of the modern-day
responsibilities of LBMA.
The statutory function of the Company continues through the
operations of The Goldsmiths’ Company Assay Office. All retail items
sold within the UK with elements of gold, silver, platinum or palladium
are legally required to be hallmarked – a term originating from the
15th century when London craftsmen were first required to bring
their artefacts to Goldsmiths’ Hall for assaying and marking. Other
responsibilities of the Assay Office include the annual examination of
coins manufactured by the Royal Mint, known as the Trial of the Pyx,
and with the assistance of the Antique Plate Committee, the checking
of items of antique silver plate suspected of having contravened
the Hallmarking Act. The other main objectives of the Company
are to support the precious metal and jewellery industry through
training, apprenticeships, education and promotion, including
through programmes delivered by the Goldsmiths’ Centre.
It was certainly an appropriate location to celebrate one hundred years
of the gold price. Guests mingled and chatted over cocktails before
dinner was served in the main hall. Following dinner, Paul Fisher
provided an overview of LBMA’s work before passing the baton to
Robert Guy to deliver the main address of the evening by offering the
toast to LBMA. It was fitting that he delivered the main address given
that he is a true legend of the gold market. He worked for Rothschild’s
& Co from 1967 to 2003, was a member of the Board for 26 years and
chaired the daily gold price auction from 1974 to 1993. In his spare
time, he was also the first Chairman of LBMA in 1987. Bob delivered
a tribute to all those who had worked in the industry with a highly
entertaining speech.
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Left – Ruth holding £0.5mn of 'gold'
Below – Robert Guy delivering
the toast to LBMA

Rounding off the evening with the response on behalf
of the guests was Andy Smith. Another legend of the
gold market, where he spent most of his career split
between time at the Treasury, UBS and Mitsui, Andy
bombarded the guests in his own inimitable style with
an onslaught of wit, amusing stories and anecdotes.
A surprise speech was added at the end, with Sakhila
Mirza, LBMA General Counsel, paying deserved tribute
to Ruth Crowell, who has recently completed five years
as CEO of LBMA. Sakhila highlighted the fact that, in
that period, Ruth managed to steer the market through
some of its most turbulent and challenging times.
Glasses were raised in tribute to Ruth before guests
departed for after-dinner drinks in nearby Manicomio.

MORE THAN 220
PEOPLE CLOSELY
ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GOLD PRICE
PAST PRESENT AND
FUTURE GATHERED
FOR COCKTAILS
AND DINNER
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FACING
FACTS
Precious Metals Shine
Brighter Than Ever
BY FEDERICO GAY, PRECIOUS METALS SUPPLY ANALYST, GFMS, REFINITIV

2019 was indeed a great
year for precious metals.

PGM (platinum, palladium and rhodium)
prices remain supported by developments
in the automotive sector. While sales are
decreasing, tightening emission standards
and emission testing procedures across the
various regions, such as China, Europe and
the United States mean that more metal is
required for use in autocatalysts.

Indeed, long-awaited platinum mine supply
consolidation efforts continued in 2019,
disrupted by re-emerged strike action, all
supporting the price. These developments,
however, were in turn counterbalanced by
increased production incentives, with some
of the primary platinum producers turning to
primary palladium and rhodium producers
digging up platinum out of the ground as
a by-product. Despite all the challenges
still present in the country, it was mostly
all precious metals but especially platinum
that made South African miners finally make
money again last year and, as such, there
was a strong incentive to keep platinum
supply elevated even if the market in the
short term would be better off with less.

WHAT IS IN STORE FOR 2020?
While we expect these events will continue
to play a major role in determining precious
metals prices in 2020, there are, of course,
other variables to consider as well, particularly
the underlying fundamentals of supply and
demand.

Precious Metals Performance 2019

Worries about the health of the global economy,
rising geopolitical tensions, continued high
uncertainty for businesses due to the Brexit
negotiations between the United Kingdom
and the European Union, the protests in Hong
Kong, and an intensifying and ongoing trade war
According to our newly launched mine
Of the main five precious metals, rhodium
between the United States and China during
production database, we anticipate that
has been leading the pack, rising 146%
the year all acted as fuel for higher prices,
gold mine production will rise by 2.4% in
since the beginning of last year, while
especially during the second half of the year. By
2020, to 3,448 tonnes, as considerable
the end of the year, however,
palladium has come in
output increases are expected in Russia
RHODIUM HAS
some of those tensions
second spot at a gain of
and Canada, mainly. While acute losses
eased and markets calmed
BEEN LEADING
52% overPRECIOUS
the sameMETALS
period.PRICES ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE
are forecast due to mine depletion in
somewhat. This was reflected
THE PACK RISING Both metals0are heavily
20
40
60 Australia
80 and
100
120 we
140
160 net
Indonesia,
estimate
by Boris Johnson and his party
used in the aftertreatment
146%
SINCE
THE
regional
growth
in
the
Americas
and
Africa,
securing a landslide electoral
of gasoline-driven vehicles,
BEGINNING OF
representing a global increase of around 100
victory and strong majority
LAST YEAR WHILE with rhodium being an
in parliament in the UK, in
tonnes. Higher gold prices will 146%
boost scrap
absolute champion in
combination with an agreement
supply by an additional 50 tonnes.
PALLADIUM HAS
dealing with the NOx.
52%
reached between the United
COME IN SECOND
Turning to demand, our estimations suggest
States and China on 13
Following three years22%
of
SPOT
AT
A
that jewellery will rebound this year, after
December, where the former
struggles, platinum finally
GAIN OF 52%
a tough 2019, especially in India. Retail
acknowledged to suspend
started to recover, ending
19%
tariffs of another $160 billion
investment demand is also forecast to rise by
2019 with a price of $957/oz, 22% higher
on Chinese goods and further the negotiations.
almost 100 tonnes, mainly in gold bars, and
17%
compared to January. That increase
was not
Be that as it may, gold prices were practically
net official purchases will continue to remain
only on the back of gold’s and silver’s gains
unaffected by those recent developments,
robust for the year to come, particularly in
indicating that investors are particularly
last year, rising by 19% and 17% respectively,
the first half of the year, while gross sales
0
20supply40
60
80
100
120
140
160
unimpressed with the so-called progress on the
but also a reflection of particularly
levels (which have remained far below 2010
trade deal and remain wary the current fragile
side developments in the sector’s
largest
Palladium levels)
Platinum
Gold
Silver
Rhodium
are expected
to
remain weak.
agreement could easily fall apart again.
producing country, South Africa.
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4.4%

ETP inventory build will
A slightly different scenario will rule over silver pricing. Both
likely continue to play
supply and demand will rise in 2020, totalling in a physical
a key role in the gold
deficit of around 6 tonnes. On one hand, mine production is
SILVER MINE PRODUCTION IS
market and absorb a
expected to increase by 4.4%, to total 27,868 tonnes, and on
EXPECTED TO INCREASE BY 4.4%,
considerable amount of
the other, larger demand from the industrial sector and retail
metal as the sector is
investment will boost prices to an average of $17.1/oz during
TO TOTAL 27,868 TONNES
forecast to require an
2020. A significant amount of above-ground stock will likely
additional 465 tonnes of gold in 2020, a 7% increase compared to
keep any considerable price increases in check, although you never
the previous year. Our reasoning behind this continued strong source
really know with silver – just when you believe you have figured it out,
of demand will be particularly driven by the unfolding of the events on
it reverts back to its volatile and erratic behaviour, overshooting or
the macroeconomic front, which will likely stimulate investors large
lagging gold price moves to the upside as well as downside.
and small to either opt to hold more physical metal and/or raise their
Platinum and palladium prices are strongly correlated with the
stakes in ETPs.
automotive sector, representing around 43% and 83% of their
respective annual downstream demand.
GOLD MINE PRODUCTION CHANGES (2020 vs 2019)
(As shown here on the world map)

Y-O-Y MINE PRODUCTION CHANGE

(Troy Ounces)
-400,000

400,000

As stricter emissions legislation is being pursued in various parts of
Even though we expect a positive net balance of 400 tonnes this year,
the world, palladium use in autocatalyst applications is set to post
this does not necessarily mean gold prices will fall. Fundamentals
an 11th successive record in 2020, growing by around 3%, to total
do play a role in the determining of the gold price, but since gold is
281 tonnes, while platinum demand by this sector will increase by
a highly leveraged traded commodity on COMEX, a big part of price
1%. Fundamentals are of course a major factor in these markets
discovery takes place there, with traders in particular focused on what
and, despite their similar characteristics, both markets could not be
is happening on a macro scale in the global (financial) markets. Based
further apart. Platinum is forecast to record another stonking
on that view, we believe gold will have
deficit present in an incredibly tight market, while palladium
room for an additional 5% gain this
WE ANTICIPATE THAT GOLD has had to deal with various demand-side disappointments in
year, with among many other things,
MINE PRODUCTION WILL the recent past stretching across two of its major downstream
President Trump hinting towards a
RISE BY 2.4% IN 2020
segments, jewellery and diesel-based autocatalysts.
cheaper dollar and hence
TO 3,448 TONNES AS
a higher gold price.
Turning to supply, palladium mine production, as reflected in
CONSIDERABLE OUTPUT
INCREASES ARE EXPECTED our mine production database, is expected to marginally fall
What is more, the recent increase of
in 2020, as Russian, Canadian and US output is expected
unrest in the Middle East is slowly
IN RUSSIA AND CANADA to contract. Partially offsetting these losses, South African
building in a premium in precious
production is expected to grow for the second consecutive year.
metals prices, first and foremost
supporting gold and silver as a hedge against increases in systemic
Platinum mine supply, on the other hand, is expected to rise by 3%, as
risks. The political rhetoric is surely heating up in Iran and Iraq following
South African miners, responsible for over 80% of platinum production
the US attack on a high military Iranian official and, together with the
worldwide, are set to have a great year, even though power supply
ongoing trade deal saga, these two events could well be the main
disruptions are deepening.
catalyst for higher precious metals prices in 2020.
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Federico Gay, Senior Analyst, Refinitiv, GFMS. Federico is a geologist with a BSc from the National University of the South,
Argentina. He joined Refinitiv in London in November 2019, focused on precious metals supply modelling. Prior to Refinitiv, he
worked over seven years in Chile in a wide range of assignments, including exploration, ore control, geological modelling and
resource estimation for a Copper-Gold-Molybdenum mine in the Atacama Desert. He completed a master’s program in Economic
Geology from the Catholic University of the North, Chile.

The so-called ‘load shedding’, which is the
interruption or reduction of voltage, has
been frequently used in South Africa since
the end of 2014 to prevent the collapse of
the power system, which is currently being
pushed to its limits after years of problems
in its infrastructure. This process consists of
different stages, allowing 1,000 megawatts
of power per stage to be shed. In most power
shortage situations, it is enough to apply
Stages 2 to 4 (meaning the shedding of
between 2,000 and 6,000 megawatts).
However, after floods occurred last
December, the disruptions required Eskom
to escalate to Stage 6, meaning that 6,000
megawatts were being rotationally cut
between the users daily, demonstrating the
fragile situation the country is in.
On the other hand, during the last
few years, South African miners
have turned to the mechanisation
and modernisation of several
important shafts to
counterweight mine
depletion, which has
started to pay off.

This positive scenario for precious metals
supply is expected to continue for some time,
as companies and shareholders have raised
their interest again in investing in mining.
Indeed, according to our deal analytics tool
in Eikon, M&A activity during 2019 broke
the record achieved in 2011, surpassing
$21 billion in deal value, which is twice
the size recorded in 2018.
Silver, platinum and palladium M&A activity
didn’t hold back either, with many new
deals made, the last being Impala Platinum
acquiring North American Palladium,
announced in December 2019. Capital
expenditure also considerably increased
during last year, particularly in gold and
silver mines and projects.

Demand for the various
precious metals in 2020
is expected to continue
to remain robust

Last year, the precious metals industry
seemed to have really turned the corner.
This was obviously reflected in the underlying
prices and, as such, the mood of many
participants in the market improved
considerably on more sustainable margins
all around.
Demand for the various precious metals
in 2020 is expected to continue to remain
robust, driven particularly by healthy private,
institutional and central bank investment
demand in the case of gold, as well as
robust fabrication volumes for the rest of
the sector. On the supply side, despite the
challenges of electricity shortages and mine
closures remaining present, the appetite to
invest has considerably increased as well,
which we expect to have further positive
ramifications for underlying equity valuations.
2019 made the start, 2020 will likely
continue that momentum.

MARKET MOVES
ANDREW MATTHEWS JOINS UBS

THOMAS WEISS JOINS HEIMERLE UND MEULE GMBH

Andrew Matthews has joined UBS in London as Global Head of Precious
Metals Distribution. He had previously spent twelve years at HSBC, where
he was responsible for Precious Metals Sales within EMEA.

Thomas Weiss joined Heimerle und Meule GmbH, Pforzheim/Germany,
on January 1, 2020, as Director Sales Trading and Industrial Recycling.

ADAM WEBB JOINS METALS FOCUS
Metals Focus is pleased to announce that Adam Webb has joined the
company as Head of Mine Supply. Prior to this, Adam worked at S&P
Global Market Intelligence where he was Head of Mine Economics in their
Metals & Mining Research Division, while earlier in his career he worked
as a geologist in Western Australia’s mining industry.

He started his career at Sparkasse Pforzheim in 1997, being responsible
for the bank’s precious metals trading activities, then joined Agosi,
Allgemeine Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt AG, working as Director of
Sales and Precious Metals Services for 15 years.
Within Heimerle and Meule Group, he will be responsible for the
further development of the groups precious metals trading activities,
the expansion of international sales and the transformation and
implementation of sales strategies.

BRANDON LLOYD JOINS BNP PARIBAS
Brandon Lloyd joined BNP Paribas in November and has been tasked with
a global structured metals origination mandate with London acting as the
hub. He joins from Société Générale in New York where he was head of
Corporate Sales and Origination for the Americas.
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Responsible Sourcing
& Technology Summit
27 March 2020, Hilton London Tower Bridge, UK
The Summit presents the opportunity for you to hear about the challenges
facing the precious metals market, as well as to share your thoughts on how
they can be addressed.
LBMA will be publishing its three year Responsible Sourcing strategy in 2020,
and it’s important for stakeholders to engage with us to help shape it.

01 DAY
+15 SPEAKERS
+200 DELEGATES

Complimentary passes are available for Civil Society and Press,
please apply by emailing events@lbma.org.uk
www.lbma.org.uk/events
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Rachel Hart, Lawyer,
LBMA. Deals with legal

REGULATION

and compliance matters
affecting the precious
metals market, including
financial regulation and
the Responsible Sourcing Programme. She
has taken responsibility on a number of
initiatives and helps to manage any relevant
legal work on behalf of LPMCL, as well as
support the market on the application of
REACH and the Global Precious Metals Code.

UPDATE
BY RACHEL HART, LAWYER, LBMA

Examples can include providing human
Following a relocation
rights training to staff, undertaking a
human rights impact assessment on
from London to Brisbane
local communities or integrating
last year, in
IN JANUARY 2020 human rights into environmental,
QUEENSLAND’S social and health reports.
this Regulation
HUMAN RIGHTS Taxation In Singapore
Update, Rachel
ACT WILL ENTER In late 2019, the Inland Revenue
Hart considers
Authority of Singapore (IRAS)
INTO FORCE
published the 12 edition of GST:
components
Guide on Exemption of Investment Precious
Metals (IPMs). IPMs have been exempt from
of the 2020 regulatory
GST in Singapore since 2012; however,
framework governing
it is worth a brief reminder of the IRAS’s
reasoning and definition.
the precious metals
In 2012, IPMs were granted financial asset
industry throughout
status, given their similarity to other financial
instruments in the way they are traded,
Asia and Australia.
th

Human Rights In Australia
In January 2020, Queensland’s Human
Rights Act entered into force. Amongst 23
rights enshrined from international human
rights law, the Act covers:

therefore exempting transactions involving
IPMs from GST. The IRAS also hoped the
exemption would develop IPM refining and
trading within Singapore.

To meet the definition of IPM, the product
must be:

• the right to life

•	of 99.5% purity for gold and of 99.9%
purity for white metals

•	the right to protection from torture and
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

•	produced by an LBMA or LPPM Good
Delivery Refiner

• the right to freedom from forced work.

•	stamped in a way that is internationally
accepted as guaranteeing its quality, and

The Act provides an accountability
mechanism for the government and its
delegated authorities. For example, all
proposed legislation must demonstrate its
compliance with the Act through a statement
of compatibility. In addition, the Act requires
the state’s public sector – government
departments and organisations providing
services on behalf of the state government
– to consider human rights in their decisionmaking processes and have processes in
place to address human rights complaints as
they arise.
While private organisations are not required
to comply with the Act by law, adoption of
its principles is encouraged. As the largest
contributor to the Queensland economy, the
mining sector can use this opportunity to
further strengthen its human rights practices.

•	a financial asset, not a decorative
or collector’s item.
Sales within and imports into
Singapore of IPMs are GSTexempt, whereas exports are
zero-rated.

e-Waste In China
In 2018, China implemented
its ‘National Sword’ policy,
restricting the import of 24
types of scrap for recycling.
Alongside a ban on plastics,
paper and other solid waste,
the policy limited the import
of scrap metals for recycling
to those with a 99.5% purity.

Before joining LBMA, Rachel worked as a
Finance Knowledge Assistant at Freshfields
Bruckhaus Deringer, specialising in structured
finance and debt capital markets. She read
law at University of York and University of
Law, London.
A large proportion of the world’s e-waste,
including mobile phones, laptops and
televisions, was therefore no longer
accepted for recycling.
By 2019, China had seen a 46.5% decrease
in waste imports following the restrictions.
In draft revisions to its environmental
legislation published under the National
Sword policy, China aims to realise zero
waste imports in 2020. High-purity, nonhazardous materials will still be accepted.
Even with limited imports, as the world’s
biggest producer, exporter and consumer
of electronics, China’s national volume of
e-waste is set to reach 27.22 million tonnes
by 2030, according to recent research. The
value of the precious metals within this
e-waste will total $23.8 billion.
China is now conducting research into viable
methods to recoup the value stored within
its e-waste. One method involves ‘urban
mining’, where metals are extracted from
electronic gadgets. Calculations show that
urban mining a kilo of gold can cost between
$12,400 to $28,500 (depending on the
product). By comparison, extracting a
kilo of gold through large-scale mining
methods can cost up to $35,000.
Research has also shown that a
mix of both base and precious
metals can be recovered through
urban mining, while traditional
mining extracts only one or two
types of metals in its process.

27.22
million tonnes

CHINA’S NATIONAL
VOLUME OF E-WASTE
IS SET TO REACH
27.22 MILLION TONNES
BY 2030 THE VALUE OF
THE PRECIOUS METALS
WITHIN THIS E-WASTE
WILL TOTAL $23.8 BILLION

To assist in its effort to
promote e-waste recycling
and urban mining, the
Chinese government has
launched subsidies to
promote the collection and
extraction of precious metals
from e-waste.

The Alchemist is published quarterly by LBMA. If you would like to contribute an article to the Alchemist
or if you require further information please contact the Editor, Aelred Connelly,
LBMA, 1-2 Royal Exchange Buildings, Royal Exchange, London EC3V 3LF
Telephone: 020 7796 3067 Email: aelred.connelly@lbma.org.uk
www.lbma.org.uk
Given the freedom of expression offered to contributors and whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in the
Alchemist is accurate, LBMA can accept no responsibility for any mistakes, errors or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon.
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PAMP is one of the world’s largest,
independently-held precious metals
refineries, providing the industry an
innovative, 360° full service perspective from pick up of doré from the mine,
through to assaying, refining, hedging
services and global delivery of bars. All
precious metals are processed – gold,
PGM and silver.
PAMP is the industry’s most accredited
refiner and fabricator of precious metals
and its bullion is accepted as ‘Good
Delivery’ by all leading futures markets
worldwide. And PAMP is further honored
as one of only three refineries in the world
as ‘Referee’ of the LBMA and LPPM.

REFINING

Gold, PGM, silver

ETHICAL
SOURCING

VERISCAN

Bullion security
system

All metals

SECURE
STORAGE

PHYSICAL
SUPPLY

Strategic global
locations

Cast, minted
& industrial

PROVENANCE

Mines to end
product, supported
by Blockchain

PAMP is at the very forefront of responsible
gold sourcing, offering clients transparent
metal sourcing and an immutable
Blockchain-supported record of provenance
and custody throughout the entire production
process. All products produced by PAMP may
also be instantly authenticated by both
distributors and end users with VERISCAN,
our innovative bullion and coin security
iPhone® app.
For in-depth detail, we invite you to visit pamp.com
Compatible only with iPhone versions 6 and up.
Please visit pamp.com/veriscan for further details.

